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this is not an infected file. we have scanned this software file and it is safe to download. if you are still
concerned about the file, we suggest you get the antivirus software of your choice to scan the file. again,
the software file is clean, it's just a simple tuner for the audico site. enjoy! please note,anti-virus software

can flag up this item software as having a virus. this is a false positive and is due to the software
containing the application file. so before setup the device software, please disable/uninstall anti-virus

software or install a more reliable free virus scanner! our this item software is completely safe and virus
free and all other virus scanners confirm this. all of our software downloads are completely safe and virus

free. however, we would recommend you scan the file with your anti-virus program and for your own
safety. this is for your own security only and we are not responsible should anything go wrong. this is a
very reliable program and we would never suggest you use this if you are not sure what you are doing.

download mcpo pro v0.39 this is a fully automated software for chip tuning. you don't need to select any
parameter manually for different engine types like passenger car, suv or commercial vehicle, truck, etc. all

you need to do is just press one button and engine management is done perfectly. main features:
automatic engine selection: engine speed range is selected and pre-select the base engine!tune one
parameter for 5 times: you can tune one parameter 5 times after set base engine. you can select a

parameter and configure it after changing the base engine. it is easy and safe run one test curve for 5
times: you can run one test curve for 5 times. you can select a normal curve or other curves.you can

select a suitable curve for running test, then run the test curve. you can see the result.real-time tuning
mode and trend graphs: you can view the trend graphs and the real time values during test and

tuning.save results on pc/usb stick : you can save the results on your personal computer, and also usb
stick. save results on sd card : you can save results on sd card and also use sd card for uploading. can

erase eprom of ecu : you can erase eprom data with just one click.
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download lightsi8m (compatible with: dmc dst8m, ecu tools,) software. lightsi8m is a multi-configuration
tuning software, so you can buy in multiple packages. you can tune by single ecu, by multiple ecu, by

engine, by drive, by injector, by ignition, by common with other software by motorcycle. software. is a free
software developed by a group. download paradir automodev software. paradir automodev is a complete
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package dedicated to the coding of electronic devices, such as controllers, sensors, etc.. the interface
allows you to install a lot of functions in various electronic devices such as air bag, engine management,
abs, ride height adjuster, cruise control, etc. software. is a free software developed by a group. download

smart mso software. we're happy to announce smartmso is in a beta testing for the next few months.
while we ask for your patience while we work out a number of issues, we're looking for beta testers.

software. is a free software developed by a group. download hd-scanner free software. hd-scanner is a
free multifunctional scanning tool, which is able to evaluate and diagnose worn-out sensors and can scan,

fault code, rpm and temperature of most of the vehicles. software. is a free software developed by a
group. download parataxi software. parataxi software is a free multifunctional taxi scanning tool, which is
able to evaluate and diagnose worn-out sensors and can scan, fault code, rpm and temperature of most of
the vehicles. software. is a free software developed by a group. download aero diagnostic software. aero

diagnostic software is designed to be compatible with all aero devices and is fully active and
reconfigurable. software. is a free software developed by a group. 5ec8ef588b
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